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Epub free Dtc bus route number list (Read Only)
explore bus stops and routes on the map for all bus services in singapore with realtime bus arrival times and per bus stop
passing routes overview this is a list of the 352 bus routes operated by various bus operators in singapore with the four
public bus operators sbs transit smrt buses tower transit singapore and go ahead singapore bus routes routes 2 99 routes
100 199 routes 200 298 routes 300 410g w routes 502 518a express routes routes 651 672 city direct routes travel guide
provides a convenient one stop information guide on bus and train services bus service information please select or enter a
bus service number to find out the relevant bus route operating hours frequency and fares onemap is the most detailed
singapore with over 100 useful day to day information and services go ahead bus service 36 is a loop service operating
between changi airport and tomlinson road passing through marine parade suntec city and orchard with express sectors
along the east coast parkway ecp it is the only direct bus service between changi airport and the city areas 10 sbs transit the
first stop of the 10 bus route is tampines ctrl 1 tampines int 75009 and the last stop is clementi rd kent ridge ter 16009 10
kent ridge ter is operational during everyday additional information 10 has 74 stops and the total trip duration for this route
is approximately 121 minutes on the go 9 line bedok int changi airfreight ctr sbs transit 9 bus route schedule and stops
updated the 9 bus bedok int is a circular line with 82 stops departing from bedok nth dr bedok int 84009 choose any of the 9
bus stops below to find updated real time schedules and to see their route map view on map direction bedok int 82 stops 2
bus route operates everyday regular schedule hours 05 30 23 54 go ahead singapore bus service alerts see all updates on 2
from spooner rd kampong bahru ter 10499 including real time status info bus delays changes of routes changes of stops
locations and any other service changes book singapore bus tickets across routes and operators check fares and schedules
on singapore s largest ticketing platform save with holiday special deals on redbus 138 sbs transit the first stop of the 138
bus route is mandai lake rd s pore zoo 48131 and the last stop is ang mo kio ave 8 ang mo kio int 54009 138 ang mo kio int
is operational during everyday additional information 138 has 30 stops and the total trip duration for this route is
approximately 60 minutes on the go 70 43 alerts bus route information home open 2023 fall system map my next bus click
on schedules enter the route number and then select show all stops plan your trip with real time information mountain metro
provides my next bus real time information to google maps bus stop code road bus stop description ang mo kio ave 8 0 0
55509 yio chu kang int ang mo kio ave 6 0 5 55209 opp blk 646 0 8 54059 bef ang mo kio lib 1 1 54049 courts ang mo kio 1
4 54039 bef al muttaqin mque 2 0 54019 blk 307a marymount rd 2 5 53169 blk 254 bishan st 22 2 8 53379 blk the first stop
of the 174 bus route is spooner rd kampong bahru ter 10499 and the last stop is jurong west ctrl 3 boon lay int 22009 174
boon lay int is operational during everyday additional information 174 has 63 stops and the total trip duration for this route
is approximately 94 minutes on the go bus from penang to singapore bus from singapore to kampar get information about
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bus routes ticket prices and travel durations for well traveled journeys to and from singapore to nearby cities in malaysia like
kl johor bahru malacca and more the 157 bus boon lay int has 58 stops departing from lor 6 toa payoh toa payoh int 52009
and ending at jurong west ctrl 3 boon lay int 22009 choose any of the 157 bus stops below to find updated real time
schedules and to see their route map the number 5 bus links st anne s with clifton for the first time the newest bus route
across bristol takes only 40 minutes but it shows users two very different sides of the same city 33 route schedules stops
maps bedok int updated 33 line bedok int kent ridge ter sbs transit 33 bus route schedule and stops updated the 33 bus
bedok int has 56 stops departing from clementi rd kent ridge ter 16009 and ending at bedok nth dr bedok int 84009 the 3
bus punggol temp int has 39 stops departing from tampines ctrl 1 tampines int 75009 and ending at punggol pl punggol
temp int 65009 choose any of the 3 bus stops below to find updated real time schedules and to see their route map view on
map 50 line bishan int sbs transit 50 bus route schedule and stops updated the 50 bus bishan int has 47 stops departing
from punggol pl punggol temp int 65009 and ending at bishan st 13 bishan int 53009 choose any of the 50 bus stops below
to find updated real time schedules and to see their route map view on map the 58 bus bishan int has 47 stops departing
from pasir ris bus interchange and ending at bishan st 13 bishan int 53009 choose any of the 58 bus stops below to find
updated real time schedules and to see their route map view on map
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busrouter sg singapore bus routes explorer
Mar 27 2024

explore bus stops and routes on the map for all bus services in singapore with realtime bus arrival times and per bus stop
passing routes overview

list of bus routes in singapore wikipedia
Feb 26 2024

this is a list of the 352 bus routes operated by various bus operators in singapore with the four public bus operators sbs
transit smrt buses tower transit singapore and go ahead singapore bus routes routes 2 99 routes 100 199 routes 200 298
routes 300 410g w routes 502 518a express routes routes 651 672 city direct routes

transitlink eguide bus service information
Jan 25 2024

travel guide provides a convenient one stop information guide on bus and train services bus service information please
select or enter a bus service number to find out the relevant bus route operating hours frequency and fares

onemap
Dec 24 2023

onemap is the most detailed singapore with over 100 useful day to day information and services
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go ahead bus service 36 land transport guru
Nov 23 2023

go ahead bus service 36 is a loop service operating between changi airport and tomlinson road passing through marine
parade suntec city and orchard with express sectors along the east coast parkway ecp it is the only direct bus service
between changi airport and the city areas

10 route schedules stops maps kent ridge ter updated
Oct 22 2023

10 sbs transit the first stop of the 10 bus route is tampines ctrl 1 tampines int 75009 and the last stop is clementi rd kent
ridge ter 16009 10 kent ridge ter is operational during everyday additional information 10 has 74 stops and the total trip
duration for this route is approximately 121 minutes on the go

9 route schedules stops maps bedok int updated moovit
Sep 21 2023

9 line bedok int changi airfreight ctr sbs transit 9 bus route schedule and stops updated the 9 bus bedok int is a circular line
with 82 stops departing from bedok nth dr bedok int 84009 choose any of the 9 bus stops below to find updated real time
schedules and to see their route map view on map direction bedok int 82 stops

2 route schedules stops maps changi village ter updated
Aug 20 2023

2 bus route operates everyday regular schedule hours 05 30 23 54 go ahead singapore bus service alerts see all updates on
2 from spooner rd kampong bahru ter 10499 including real time status info bus delays changes of routes changes of stops
locations and any other service changes

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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bus ticket online booking up to 50 off
Jul 19 2023

book singapore bus tickets across routes and operators check fares and schedules on singapore s largest ticketing platform
save with holiday special deals on redbus

138 route schedules stops maps ang mo kio int updated
Jun 18 2023

138 sbs transit the first stop of the 138 bus route is mandai lake rd s pore zoo 48131 and the last stop is ang mo kio ave 8
ang mo kio int 54009 138 ang mo kio int is operational during everyday additional information 138 has 30 stops and the
total trip duration for this route is approximately 60 minutes on the go

bus route information city of colorado springs
May 17 2023

70 43 alerts bus route information home open 2023 fall system map my next bus click on schedules enter the route number
and then select show all stops plan your trip with real time information mountain metro provides my next bus real time
information to google maps

transitlink eguide bus service information
Apr 16 2023

bus stop code road bus stop description ang mo kio ave 8 0 0 55509 yio chu kang int ang mo kio ave 6 0 5 55209 opp blk
646 0 8 54059 bef ang mo kio lib 1 1 54049 courts ang mo kio 1 4 54039 bef al muttaqin mque 2 0 54019 blk 307a
marymount rd 2 5 53169 blk 254 bishan st 22 2 8 53379 blk
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174 route schedules stops maps boon lay int updated
Mar 15 2023

the first stop of the 174 bus route is spooner rd kampong bahru ter 10499 and the last stop is jurong west ctrl 3 boon lay int
22009 174 boon lay int is operational during everyday additional information 174 has 63 stops and the total trip duration for
this route is approximately 94 minutes on the go

explore popular bus routes from singapore redbus sg
Feb 14 2023

bus from penang to singapore bus from singapore to kampar get information about bus routes ticket prices and travel
durations for well traveled journeys to and from singapore to nearby cities in malaysia like kl johor bahru malacca and more

157 route schedules stops maps boon lay int updated
Jan 13 2023

the 157 bus boon lay int has 58 stops departing from lor 6 toa payoh toa payoh int 52009 and ending at jurong west ctrl 3
boon lay int 22009 choose any of the 157 bus stops below to find updated real time schedules and to see their route map

i went on a new bristol bus route showing two sides of the
Dec 12 2022

the number 5 bus links st anne s with clifton for the first time the newest bus route across bristol takes only 40 minutes but
it shows users two very different sides of the same city

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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33 route schedules stops maps bedok int updated moovit
Nov 11 2022

33 route schedules stops maps bedok int updated 33 line bedok int kent ridge ter sbs transit 33 bus route schedule and
stops updated the 33 bus bedok int has 56 stops departing from clementi rd kent ridge ter 16009 and ending at bedok nth dr
bedok int 84009

3 route schedules stops maps punggol temp int updated
Oct 10 2022

the 3 bus punggol temp int has 39 stops departing from tampines ctrl 1 tampines int 75009 and ending at punggol pl
punggol temp int 65009 choose any of the 3 bus stops below to find updated real time schedules and to see their route map
view on map

50 route schedules stops maps bishan int updated moovit
Sep 09 2022

50 line bishan int sbs transit 50 bus route schedule and stops updated the 50 bus bishan int has 47 stops departing from
punggol pl punggol temp int 65009 and ending at bishan st 13 bishan int 53009 choose any of the 50 bus stops below to find
updated real time schedules and to see their route map view on map

58 route schedules stops maps bishan int updated moovit
Aug 08 2022

the 58 bus bishan int has 47 stops departing from pasir ris bus interchange and ending at bishan st 13 bishan int 53009
choose any of the 58 bus stops below to find updated real time schedules and to see their route map view on map

https://i-san.tourismthailand.org/
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